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A KAMIKAZE, A PHYSICIST AND
A WRITER OF FUGUES
Fifteen years ago Jon Freeman took part
in a living chess match.
He played King's Pawn.
From the hillside above, spectators
watched human chess pieces negotiate the
10-foot squares of the board as two strategists
barked moves.
And when opposing pieces met they did
battle. They fought for squares using the swords,
clubs and shields they'd been given.
When you're the author of the definitive
1

book on board games, you don't forget an
experience like that.
Jon didn't.
Years later, when his expertise with the
computer-game medium had become formidable and almost legendary, he discovered away
he could use his recollection of the open-air
chess match.
THE HATCHERY
Ideas hatched at poultry-ranch rates.
He sat down with fellow Free Fall Associate Paul Reiche, and Archon began to take
on coherent shape.
Paul, whose deft imagination is schooled
in physics, modern art and science fiction,
had a score to settle with chess, and h
looked on the game as a way to do that.
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THE LIGHT AND THE DARK

There's a board. There are pieces with varying powers, squares to
move into and an opponent to conquer. But the squares keep
changing. And once you decide where to attack, the board
explodes into a battlefield. Your pieces include
phoenixes, golems and wizards, and they use all their
strange powers when they fight the banshees, goblins
and sorceresses they face. They cast spells
and missiles, they pummel, pierce and throw
out flames, they move each other around,
take on each other's shapes and shriek
at each other. If you square off on
a spot that stays favorable, you'll
be hard to kill. If you're
smart, fast, dextrous and
farsighted, you may win.
If you're not, look
for another
game.
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ABOUT OUR COMPANY:
We're an association of electronic
artists who share a common goal.
We want to fulfill the potential of personal
computing. That's atall order. But with enough
imagination and enthusiasm we think there's a good
chance for success. Our products, like this game, are
evidence of our intent. If you'd like to get involved, please
write us at: 2755 Campus Drive, San Mateo, California 94403.
Electronic Arts provide a limited ninety day warranty on the recording
media. See limited warranty statement enclosed. The warranty does not apply
to the software programs themselves, which are provided AS IS.

